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Abstract: Graph data publication has been considered as an important step for data analysis and mining. Graph

data, which provide knowledge on interactions among entities, can be locally generated and held by distributed data

owners. These data are usually sensitive and private, because they may be related to owners’ personal activities

and can be hijacked by adversaries to conduct inference attacks. Current solutions either consider private graph

data as centralized contents or disregard the overlapping of graphs in distributed manners. Therefore, this work

proposes a novel framework for distributed graph publication. In this framework, differential privacy is applied to

justify the safety of the published contents. It includes four phases, i.e., graph combination, plan construction sharing,

data perturbation, and graph reconstruction. The published graph selection is guided by one data coordinator, and

each graph is perturbed carefully with the Laplace mechanism. The problem of graph selection is formulated and

proven to be NP-complete. Then, a heuristic algorithm is proposed for selection. The correctness of the combined

graph and the differential privacy on all edges are analyzed. This study also discusses a scenario without a data

coordinator and proposes some insights into graph publication.
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1 Introduction

Diversity and capabilities on distributed data collection
have remarkably increased[1]. Advanced techniques,
such as Internet of Things (IoTs) and mobile social
networks, contribute to such trends. Among these
contents, graph data have constituted an imperative
component because of their capability to capture
both semantic and structural information[2]. Typical
instances of graph data include social interactions[3, 4],
bioinformatic contents[5, 6], semantic webs[7], road
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networks, and topological structures in a physical
world[8]. With the publication and sharing of these
data[9], the functionality of data analysis and mining
can be significantly extended and enhanced[10, 11]. For
example, the awareness of an organization can be
enhanced by merging the social contacts among a
group of people, thereby creating services, such as
social recommendation and demographic data mining.
Different companies may also combine their knowledge
graphs to provide more comprehensive and intelligent
services for their customers.

However, in addition to dramatic benefits, sensitivity
and privacy for data owners are observed in graph
data[12–14]. Individuals may come in contact with persons
who should not be recognized by others, or companies
can resist sharing knowledge in semantic webs related
to their business secret[15]. Therefore, the arbitrary
publication of graph data may pose severe threats to data
owners. Adversaries can use data for various inference
attacks and increase losses in diverse domains[16].
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Moreover, graph data are divergent from typical rational
data[17] and may include information covering related
neighbors. Therefore, contents can partially overlap, i.e.,
social contacts or even their close friends are recorded
by both ends. Publishing graph data is considerably
challenging because one private content can be kept by
multiple owners. Data owners must ensure that sensitive
information, such as social ties, is globally preserved
during publication.

Current efforts for publishing private graph data are
unsuccessful. The mainstream of existing solutions
either considers graph data as centralized data,
or assumes that distributed graph data are non-
overlapping. For example, in graph anonymization[18, 19],
the uniqueness of each vertex is concealed, such
that adversaries cannot distinguish vertices according
to node distribution. Differential privacy[20] is also
combined with graph publication as a standard of
privacy preservation. A graph is usually encoded into
sequences and perturbed accordingly. However, with
these strategies, data should be centrally stored, and
the distributed environment is not covered. In another
domain of studies, the privacy-preserving publication of
locally stored graphs is considered[21]. Local differential
privacy is applied, and patterns, such as frequent graph
structures, are aggregated by requestors. Nevertheless,
in these methods, local graphs are assumed to be
disjoint, or privacy issues underlying the overlaps
are disregarded. Therefore, the privacy-preserving
publication of overlapped and distributed graphs remains
unresolved.

In this study, a novel framework for the publication
of distributed and overlapped graph data with privacy-
preserving is proposed on the basis of all related factors.
In system settings, data owners locally hold their graphs,
and a requestor expects to derive the combination of all
these graphs. The edges in the graphs are assumed to be
potentially sensitive; for example, graphs can record the
social contacts of a data owner, and private interactions
are sensitive in the graph. Differential privacy is adopted
by our framework, which does not require any limit
on the capability of adversaries and guarantees that no
significant knowledge is learned from outputs. Moreover,
the graphs are partially overlapped, i.e., the same vertices
and edges may be stored by multiple owners. The
publication mechanism must carefully consider the
overlapping. Therefore, the framework mainly aims
to derive the combined graph statistics, while strictly
preserving the privacy of each data owner.

In our work, two scenarios are investigated. In
the first case, a data coordinator schedules the data
publication, and data owners publish graphs. In the
second case, a data coordinator is absent. As such,
data owners must locally evaluate and publish their
contents. As for the first case, a four-phase mechanism
is proposed for graph publication: graph combination,
plan construction sharing, data perturbation, and
graph reconstruction. Specifically, the problem of plan
construction sharing is proven to be NP-complete, and
a heuristic algorithm is designed. The correctness, the
property of differential privacy, and the efficiency of the
proposed mechanism are all proven and analyzed. As
for the second case, graph publication is thoroughly
discussed. The disadvantages of baseline solutions are
demonstrated. Some assumptions and insights into the
desired solutions are proposed. This study is the first to
focus on the publication of distributed and overlapped
graph data under differential privacy. The following
contributions are provided:

• A novel framework of the publication of distributed
and overlapped graph under differential privacy.

• A heuristic algorithm for graph selection, which
applies Minimum Membership Set Covering (MMSC).

• Theoretical analysis on the correctness, privacy
preservation, and efficiency of the proposed framework.

• Thorough discussion on graph publication in a non-
coalition scenario.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized
as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature.
Section 3 proposes the problem formulation and some
preliminaries. Sections 4 and 5 describe solutions for
two different scenarios. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The publication of private graph data has been
considered as a fundamental problem of graph
data collection and processing. Local differential
privacy[22, 23], which is considered as the de facto
standard of privacy preservation in distributed
environments, has also been applied to graph data
publication. Qin et al.[21] applied the idea of graph
clustering to first group users into different clusters,
and then derived statistics for data analysis. Graph
publication follows an incremental manner through
which data owners locally perturb and share their
graphs. Sun et al.[24] proposed a framework of subgraph
counting in a distributed manner; in this framework,
noises are recursively injected, and countings are
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published. Zhang et al.[25] provided a two-phase
algorithm to generate synthetic graphs under local
differential privacy. Gao et al.[26] proposed a novel
mechanism by combining a hierarchical random graph
model, and further reduced the scales of noises. Graph
reconstruction is one of the major challenges of graph
data management, such as direction discovery on
undirected ties[27] and direction quantification on
bidirectional ties[28]. However, these studies have not
provided a convincing solution for general information
publication on overlapped graphs. The problem of owner
selection which optimizes the utility of the published
graph remains unresolved.

Studies have focused on the centralized publication
of private graphs[29]. Gao and Li[30] provided a
novel algorithm of privacy-preserving graph sketching
publication to defend seed and subgraph based de-
anonymization attacks. Guo et al.[31] applied privacy-
preserving graph publication to social recommendation,
such that adversaries cannot learn sensitive knowledge
from the recommended results. Zhang et al.[32]

developed a novel algorithm of graph encryption that can
be used to estimate the shortest distance. Other studies
have also explored privacy-preserving graph embedding;
in this process, graphs are embedded into vectors and
perturbed before they are published[33, 34]. However,
these solutions should be extended to a distributed
environment[35], especially when graphs are overlapping
and privacy issues should be globally considered.

3 Problem Formulation

First, the considered network model is described. Then,
the adversarial model and some preliminaries are
introduced. Lastly, the problem formulation for the
distributed graph publication is provided.

3.1 Network model

Three types of roles are involved in data publication.
M data owners fO1; O2; : : : ; OM g hold one graph
each and share it with other participants. For example,
data owners can be regular individuals who keep their
own social connections on devices. One data requestor
arrives in the system and expects to gain a combination
of graphs held by all participants. In our framework,
a data requestor is any of the third parties, such
as service providers and local governments, which
make decision and provide service based on the graph
data, like the social-based content recommendation and
demographic data mining. A data coordinator may act

as an intermediate platform that arranges the graph
publication between owners and requestors. In this case,
the data coordinator holds the graph data for all owners
and carefully publishes them to the requestor. However,
the existence of a data coordinator is not mandatory in
our framework. Data owners should directly publish
their contents to the requestor.

In the system setting, each data owner Oi locally
holds one graph Gi D fVi ; Eig, where Vi D

fvi1; vi2; : : : ; viKi
g, and Ei D f.vij ; vik/g. This setting

indicates social connections or activities. For example,
vertices in Vi refer to the social neighbors of the owner,
and edges refer to the recent social interactions among
neighbors. All the individual graphs can be combined
and constitute an integrated graph, which is denoted
as G D fV ; Eg. Specifically, V D

SM
iD1 Vi , and

E D
SM
iD1Ei . For simplicity, we assume V D

fv1; v2; : : : ; vKg, and E D fe1; e2; : : : ; eH g.
During the procedure of graph data publication, the

requestor first posts a query in the system. Then, the
owners share their graphs with the coordinator, who
processes and generates a graph sharing plan with the
requestor. The requestor fuses the received data from
data owners and generates the combined graph. In this
case, a reliable third party, such as a service provider,
exists. In an alternative setting, i.e., the data coordinator
is absent, the owners directly process and publish their
data, and the requestor accordingly generates the general
graph.

3.2 Adversarial model

In our system, the data requestor is assumed to be semi-
honest. It follows the standard procedure to derive the
combined graph, and consequently gains knowledge
on the sketching of the graph. However, the data
requestor also infers the social links among users. In
our framework, the detailed links are assumed to be
sensitive because it may refer to interactions among
users. For example, social links may indicate whether
target users are social neighbors or have communicated
recently. Data requestors with this knowledge can
conduct a series of attacks, such as the direct inference
on social connections or a subsequent inference based
on neighbors’ profiles.

The typical differential privacy is applied to privacy
preservation. Specifically, differential privacy does not
request any limits on the background knowledge of
adversaries. The malicious requestor can determine
all the vertices and edges except one target edge.
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Differential privacy guarantees that no significant
knowledge on the existence of the edge is learned. The
formal definition of differential privacy is shown in
Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Differential privacy[20]) Assume the
set of contents to be Di , and D0i is another content set
that differs from Di on just one transaction. Then an
algorithm or a data publication mechanism A for the
accumulated number of contents satisfies �-Differential
Privacy (�-DP), where � is denoted as the privacy budget
for differential privacy, and � > 0, if and only if
8y2Range.A/ W PrŒA.Di /Dy�6e� PrŒA.D0i /Dy�;

where Range(A) denotes the set of all possible outputs of
A, and PrŒA.Di / D y� indicates the probability where
A.Di / equals y.

Differential privacy allows an adversary to know
all the contents held by a contributor in any category
except the target one. Conversely, the published statistics
do not disclose significant knowledge on whether the
contributor owns the content. A larger � indicates
that the contributor is less sensitive to their personal
information and may contribute more accurate results.
Differential privacy also follows the sequential and
parallel compositional properties.

Theorem 1 (Sequential composition[36]) Let F1;
F2; : : : ; Fi ; : : : ; FK be a set of algorithms each
providing �i -DP, then running in sequence all algorithms
can provide

P
�i -DP.

Theorem 2 (Parallel composition[36]) If G1;

G2; : : : ; Gi ; : : : ; GL are disjoint subsets of the original
graph G, and F1; F2; : : : ; Fi ; : : : ; FL are a set of
algorithms each providing �i -differential privacy. Then,
applying all Fi to their corresponding subset Gi can
guarantee a maxf�ig-DP for the whole graph.

The Laplace mechanism is a typical method designed
for differential privacy on numerical values[20].

Theorem 3 For any function h.�/ WG !R, the
randomized function f .�/ provides �-DP when

f .�/ D h.�/C Lap
�
�h

�

�
(1)

where Lap
�
�h

�

�
follows Laplace distribution with

scaling factor
�h

�
, and�h refers to the global sensitivity

of function h.�/: max jh.Gi / � h.G0i /j;8Gi , where Gi
and G0i are two graphs with the same vertex set and
different on just one edge.

Based on the definition, the published graph statistics
should not be significantly diverse on neighboring

graphs. Our framework considers link neighboring,
which means that two graphs G and G0 are neighboring
graphs when they only diverge on one edge. The
parameter � indicates the degree of differential privacy,
with a larger �, the data owner is less sensitive, and the
published graph is closer to ground truth.

3.3 Optimization goal

In our system, the combined graph is derived from all
contributors by a data requestor. The distribution of
node degrees is used as a reference by our framework.
Such information can provide the data requestor with an
overview of the network. However, only an approximate
distribution is received by the data requestor because
of privacy concerns. Therefore, the utility of the data
requestor is expressed in the following:

KX
iD1

jdeg.vi /0 � deg.vi /j
jdeg.vi /j

(2)

where deg.vi / and deg.vi /0 denote the degree of vi in the
original and observed graph, respectively. Formula (2)
means that the data requestor expects the observed
degree of each vertex to be close to its true value.

Meanwhile, the platform or the contributors must
carefully publish their contents to preserve the privacy
of each single link. The platform selects a set of graphs
to publish, namely, Ij D 1, where Gj is published;
otherwise, Ij D 0. Each graph is published as an
integrated body.

Each graph is perturbed with differential privacy
to guarantee privacy. Therefore, the total differential
privacy should be maintained when one edge is
published multiple times,X

�k 6 �0; 8k; ej 2 Gk; Ik D 1 (3)
Generally, this procedure aims to select a subset of

graphs, such that the privacy on each edge is strictly
preserved under given budgets, and the accuracy of the
outputting degrees is optimized,

min
KX
iD1

j deg.vi /0 � deg.vi /j
j deg.vi /j

(4)

s.t. X
�k 6 �0;8k; ej 2 Gk; Ik D 1 (5)

Ij 2 f0; 1g;8j 2 f1; 2; : : : ;M g (6)

4 Solutions for Data Publication with a Data
Coordinator

First, the complexity of the proposed problem is
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analyzed. Then, the whole procedure of data publication
is given. Lastly, the performance of the proposed
framework is examined in detail.

4.1 Complexity analysis

The degree of each edge is perturbed for privacy
preservation in accordance with the scheme of graph
publication. Specifically, the edge set that belongs to one
graphGi is perturbed with one single budget �i to ensure
global performance. Therefore, el 2 Ei is assumed to
appear N times in the published graph sets. Then, the
privacy budget for el in each graph Gi should not be
larger than �0=N according to the sequential properties
of differential privacy.

As the graph is published as an integrated body, the
privacy budget is determined in terms of its lowest
bound,

�Gi
D

�0

MAX
(7)

where
MAX D max jjfGkgjel 2 Gi ; el 2 Gk; Ik D 1jj;8el

(8)
Therefore, this procedure aims to maximize the

privacy budget for all edges because the variance is
determined by �el

.
We can further prove that the variance is minimized

when the global budget is equally partitioned for multiple
graphs. Generally, the problem is the same as the
following to achieve the optimal accuracy: a set of Gi is
selected, such that each edge is included in at least one
graph, and the maximum appearance of any edge in all
the selected graphs is globally minimized. The problem
is formulated as follows:

min max
X
i

Meme.el ; Gj / � Ij (9)

s.t.

Ij 2 f0; 1g;8j 2 f1; 2; : : : ;M g (10)X
i

Meme.el ; Gj / � Ij > 1;8ej 2 G (11)

where Meme.el ; Gj / means the edge el exists in graph
Gj .

The problem is reduced from the MMSC, which is
verified as NP-complete. Each graph Gi is considered
as an individual set, where each edge is an element of
the set. Then, G is the union of all sets. The problem
is converted to search for a group of individual sets
covering G, while the membership of all edges in the
selected group is minimized. This modified problem
is the same as the definition of MMSC. Therefore, the

proposed problem is NP-complete.
Theorem 4 The problem of selecting optimal set of

graphs for publication is NP-complete.

4.2 Novel framework for privacy-preserving
overlapped graph publication

The overview of the framework is initially introduced.
Then, each component is described in detail.
4.2.1 Overview
The whole process of data publication is composed
of four major steps. In the first step, all contributors
upload their graph data to the data coordinator, who
fuses these graphs and generates the combined G. In
the second step, the data coordinator carefully selects
a set of graphs for publication and guarantees that the
published graph sequence covers all edges in G. The total
budget spent on an arbitrary edge is less than the budget
�0. Moreover, it tries to minimize the membership of
each edge. In the third step, the data owners perturb and
encode the published graph. They subsequently share the
outputs with the data requestor. Lastly, the data requestor
generates the graphs based on the received sequences.
4.2.2 Data fusion
In the first step, the data coordinator aggregates graphs
from all contributors and generates the combined
graph G. The collected graph is assumed as a set
of fG1; G2; : : : ; GM g. In our framework, the data
coordinator serves as a trusted service provider, so Gi
is identical to the one locally held by Oi . The data
coordinator then produces the combined graph G D
fV ; Eg in two steps. It first combines and creates the
vertices set V ,

V D V1
[
V2
[
� � �

[
VM :

Then, the edge set E is constructed accordingly as
follows:

E D E1
[
E2
[
� � �

[
EM ;

where the interaction among two arbitrary vertices exists
in the constructed edge set once it is included in at least
one of the graphs.
4.2.3 Graph selection
In the second step, the data coordinator carefully
determines the set of graphs that will be published to the
data requestor. The selection aims to cover all edges in E ,
and their maximum membership is globally minimized.

A heuristic algorithm named Overlapped Graph
Covering Selection (OGCS) is proposed, considering
the original problem to be NP-complete. OGCS initially
solves the linear programming version of the problem
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formulated in Formula (9). It is achieved by relaxing
the constraint in Formula (10) to Ij 2 Œ0; 1�;8j 2

f1; 2; : : : ;M g.
After the results of the linear programming problem

are derived, the selected graph set should also be
derived. Ideally, many rounding algorithms can be
applied to the selection, and approximation ratios can be
guaranteed. However, they cannot ensure that each edge
deterministically belongs to the published set. Therefore,
OGCS applies a heuristic strategy for selection. First,
all graphs are sorted in descending order based on the
values of I1; I2; : : : ; IM . Graphs are iteratively selected
by OGCS from the beginning of the list and moved
the selected list. The iteration is terminated once all
edges in E are included by at least one selected graph.
Lastly, the selected graph set L D fGs1; Gs2; : : : ; GsP g
is constructed and fed to the third phase, where P stands
for the number of selected graphs.

4.2.4 Graph perturbation
In the third step, OGCS determines the privacy budgets
applied to each graph, accordingly perturbs the graph,
and publishes the encoded graph to the data requestor.

OGCS initially estimates the privacy degree for each
graph. The algorithm mainly aims to ensure that the
total privacy budget spent on each edge is no more than
�0; as such, OGCS first estimates the total appearance
of each edge el in a published graph set L and derives
Card .el ;L/, which records the number of graphs in
L containing el set. em is assumed to have the largest
Card.�;L) among all edges in Gi . Then, OGCS sets the
privacy budget for Gi as

�0

Card.em;L/
.

In the encoding and perturbing step, OGCS first
encodes Gi into its degree set fdeg.v1/; deg.v2/; : : : ;
deg.vjVi j

/g. Then, the degree set is perturbed with the
typical Laplace mechanism. Specifically, � deg.�/ D 1
as the change in one edge can modify the degree of a
vertex by at most 1. The perturbed set is denoted as
fdeg.v1/0; deg.v2/0; : : : ; deg.vjVi j

/0g. Lastly, the data
owners publish the perturbed sequences to the data
is requestor, i.e., fdeg.v1/0; deg.v2/0; : : : ; deg.vjVi j

/0g is
published for each selected graph Gi .

4.2.5 Graph construction
In the final step, the data requestor receives the published
sets from the coordinator. As for each vertex, the final
degree is estimated,

deg0.vi / D

PM
jD1 deg .v0i / �Memv.vi ; Gj /IjPM

jD1 Memv.vi ; Gj /Ij
(12)

where Memv.vi ; Gj / indicates whether vi belongs to
graph Gj , once the estimated degrees of all vertices are
derived, the data requestor can use various techniques
to construct a graph or directly apply the degrees for
analysis.

4.3 Performance analysis

In this section, the correctness and privacy preservation
of the proposed framework are discussed.

4.3.1 Correctness
The proposed framework provides two major properties,
namely, the completeness of the derived results and an
unbiased estimation of the degree of each vertex. In the
first property, OGCS ensures that its degree is published
in at least one graph for each vertex. This property is
essential because the data requestor expects to create the
whole graph. The statistical analysis on the whole graph
is meaningful and reliable. As for the second property,
the proposed framework estimates the degree of each
vertex based on the property of the Laplace mechanism.
Generally, the following conclusion is obtained.

Theorem 5 The proposed framework ensures that
the privacy-preserving degree is published at least once
for each vertex, and the estimated degrees are unbiased
for the data requestor.

4.3.2 Privacy preservation
The proposed framework provides differential privacy
for the published graphs. First, each single vertex
is preserved under differential privacy through the
sequential and parallel properties shown in Theorems
1 and 2. Second, the privacy budget for an arbitrary
should not be more than �0. This property is proven in
Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 The total privacy budget spent on any
edge el is no more than �0 in the proposed framework.

Proof Assume an edge el appears in published
graph fG1; G2; : : : ; GH g, and the corresponding privacy
budgets are f�1; �2; : : : ; �H g. Then we must haveP
�i=H 6 �0=H , which means the average privacy

budget is no more than �0=H .
This proposition is proven by contradiction.

Otherwise, there must be at least one Gi with
�i > �0=H . However, we have �i 6 �0=H as el belongs
to Gi and appears H times in all published graphs.
Therefore, the assumption is contradicted with the fact,
which means

P
�i=H 6 �0=H , i.e.,X

�i 6 �0:

�
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Therefore, the proposed framework can preserve each
contributor under the requested degree of differential
privacy, which is concluded in Theorem 6.

Theorem 6 The proposed framework provides each
data owner with �0-DP on his graph data.

5 Discussion on a Solution Without Data
Coordinators

This section provides some insights into the graph
publication without a trusted coordinator. It first
proposes some assumptions on the problem and then
gives ideas on data publication.

In more general cases, the existence of a data
coordinator cannot be ensured to fuse and schedule
the data publication. Therefore, data owners should
locally decide if their graphs should be shared, and
identify the degree of differential privacy that should
be injected. Moreover, data owners own knowledge of
their neighbors; therefore, their graph data are usually
limited in depth. Based on these facts, the following
assumptions are added to the case.

Assumption 1 Data owners know the contacts not
only between themselves and their neighbors but also
among their neighbors.

Assumption 2 Data owners have no idea about other
owners who have no direct contact with them or their
direct neighbors.

On the basis of these assumptions, each data owner
locally processes and publishes their graphs, and the
data requestor should reconstruct the combined graph
according to these local graphs. This section investigates
two types of strategies.

In the first strategy, each vertex simply publishes a
unique degree in the graph, i.e., the output of an owner
Oi is deg.vi /, where vi indicates owner Oi is in the
combined graph. Afterward, the data requestor collects
all outputs from all owners and reconstructs the graph
by using some existing methods.

The strategy has several advantages. For instance,
owners evaluate their contents and publish their results
without considering others’ behaviors. Moreover, the
privacy budget of each owner can be set as �0=2, because
one single edge is applied by two owners.

However, the strategy has some disadvantages. First, it
requests the underlying graphs to be exactly tied to data
owners, i.e., one vertex per owner. Then, the utility of the
strategy is limited when the underlying graph is more
sophisticated and composed of more vertices, which

are similar to the knowledge graph. Second, simply
publishing the single degree discloses the identity of the
data owner, which is unexpected. Spamming attacks or
knowledge on centrality is learned from the data owner
even if the vertex can be anonymized.

A second strategy is proposed by considering both
challenges. In this strategy, each data owner initially
publishes subgraphs instead of a single degree. Specifically,
the central vertices that can be determined by data owners
are selected. Then, the subgraph is constructed by involving
the central vertex, its direct neighbors, and all edges among
these neighbors. The degrees of vertices are subsequently
encoded and perturbed within the subgraph. As for
privacy preservation, each edge is recognized by direct
neighbors of both vertices (according to Assumption 1).
Consequently, the privacy budget can be set as �0=T ,
where T is the number of the joint neighbors of
two vertices and can be exchanged and shared via
communication.

Lastly, the data requestor receives the perturbed
sequences from data owners and reconstructs the
combined graph through many approaches. For example,
a data requestor can extend and reconstruct individual
graphs one by one. The detailed processing and
adjustment of the reconstruction will be described in
our future study.

6 Conclusion

In this study, the problem of distributed graph
publication under differential privacy is investigated.
The graphs held by distributed data owners overlap
and may include sensitive links. As such, a privacy-
preserving framework for data publication is proposed.
The framework initially sets a data coordinator to select
from data owners and determine the published graphs.
The selected graphs are then perturbed with differential
privacy and shared with a data requestor. In the third
step, the final combined graph is derived from all the
received graphs by the data requestor. Graph selection is
formulated as a problem of the MMSC, which is proven
to be NP-complete. A heuristic algorithm is designed
accordingly. The performance and correctness of the
framework and the guarantee on differential privacy for
edges among all data owners are extensively analyzed.
Graph publication in the absence of coordinators is also
discussed in terms of its ability to guide the local data
publication. Some assumptions and insights into the
design of the framework are proposed.
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